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Most fields in DMX, including text, short text, folders, annotations and categories can be searched using keywords, 
Boolean operators and proximity operators.  Below is the syntax that must be used when entering a text search 
string in any wildcard text entry box in the search window.  Text search operates can be typed in any case.  There is a 
limitation of 4,000 characters per text search string.  However, multiple text search strings can be searched at the 
same time by putting them on different lines in the search form. 

1 BOOLEAN SEARCH OPERATORS 

Boolean operators find words having a simple logical relationship to each other: AND, OR, NOT.  The default 
condition is a phrase search when two or more keywords are entered with no quotation marks, boolean or 
proximity operators. 

OPERATOR DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 

OR | One or both terms must appear cat OR dog 
cat | dog 
Returns documents that contain either cat 
or dog 

AND & Both terms must appear cat AND dog 
cat & dog 
Returns documents that contain both cat 
and dog in the same field 

NOT ~ The term following NOT doesn’t appear in the 
same field.  NOTE: use parentheses to exclude 
multiple terms; otherwise NOT applies only to 
the term that Immediately follows it.  To 
exclude a phrase, put the phrase in quotation 
marks and parentheses 

cat NOT dog 
cat ~ dog 
Returns documents that contain cat but not 
dog 
city NOT (“New York”) 
Matches documents that contain city but 
not the phrase New York 

 
2 PHRASE SEARCHES 

Placing double quotes around a phrase, such as “Motion to Dismiss”, will find records that contain the exact 
phrase.  When combining phrase searches with Boolean or proximity operators, enclose the whole phrase in 
parentheses to ensure the operator ties to the whole phrase. 

3 WILDCARDS 

3.1 ? 

A question mark within a term retrieves items with exactly one character substituted in its place.  
For example: pa?l returns: pail, pall, Paul etc. 

3.2 * 

An asterisk within a term will retrieve words or phrases with zero, one or more characters 
substituted in its place.  For example mov* returns: move, movie, movement etc. 
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4 PROXIMITY SEARCH OPERATORS 

Proximity operators retrieve terms having the specified spatial relationship in the text.  If the two specified 
words are adjacent to each other their proximity is counted as 1.  If one word separates them their distance 
is counted as 2 and so on.  Proximity operators can be used in conjunction with grouped parenthetical 
expressions.  For example: red NEAR1 (green OR orange). 

OPERATOR DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 

NEAR# Returns documents where the second term is 
within # words of the first term – that is, the 
terms are # or fewer words apart.  NOTE: if you 
don’t specify # NEAR defaults to 5. 

red NEAR1 green 
Returns documents where the term red is 
adjacent to the term green e.g. “red green”, 
“green red” but not “red orange green” 

DNEAR# Directed NEAR.  Returns documents where the 
second term is within # number of the first 
term, in the specified order.  NOTE: if you don’t 
specify # DNEAR defaults to 5. 

red DNEAR2 green 
Returns documents where the term green 
follows the term red, and is no more than 2 
words away from the term red e.g. “red 
orange green” but not “green orange red” 
or “red orange blue green” 

 
5 PARENTHESES 

You can use parentheses to group logical elements of your search.  Parenthetical expressions are evaluated 
left to right and can be nested.  They dictate the precedence and behaviour of combined operator 
statements.  For example the query:  

(fish XOR pie) AND (chips XOR mash) retrieves only documents that contain one of the following:  
Fish and chips, fish and mash, pie and chips, pie and mash. 

6 OPERATOR WORDS 

If you would like to search for an operator word you must escape it.  Words can be escaped by surrounding 
the word with {curly brackets}.  For example, could {not} be found.  NOTE: some operator words are also 
stop words so cannot be searched – see below. 

7 PUNCTUATION 

Most punctuation, such as the list below, is treated as a delimiter during indexing and cannot be searched: 

! “ # $ % & ‘ ( ) * + , - . / ; : , = . ? @ [ \ ] ^ _ { | } ~ 

If your search term contains punctuation replace the punctuation with a space and put the whole term in 
quotes.  For example, to find AT&T use “AT T”. 

8 STOP WORDS 

Stop words are not indexed and cannot be searched.  The following words are default stop words: 

And, as, at, because, but, furthermore, however, if, indeed, is, moreover, no, of, on, or, such, that, then, 
then, this, was, with. 

The list of stop words can be customised if required.  Please consult your Epiq Client Services representative.  
NOTE: If you would like to search for a phrase that includes a stop word you must still include the stop word 
in the phrase search.  Your search results will include documents that contain phrases with any word in place 
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of the requested stop word.  For example, searching for the phrase “contempt of court” may find “contempt 
at court”, “contempt federal court” etc.   

Searching for “contempt court” or contempt DNEAR1 court will not find documents with the phrase 
“contempt of court”.  The stop word must be included in the phrase search, or counted as a word for the 
purposes of calculating proximity. 

9 PRECEDENCE OF OPERATORS 

Boolean and proximity operators have the following precedence, from strongest to weakest: 

NEAR, DNEAR, NOT, AND, OR. 

10 FUZZY SEARCHING 

The fuzzy search operator allows variations on the search terms to be included in your results.  This feature 
is particularly useful when searching words for which you are unsure of the spelling, or text converted from 
images using Optical Character Recognition (“OCR”) process, that may include inaccuracies.  A fuzzy search 
will identify documents with a similarity score of 60 out of 80, or 75%.  The Fuzzy Search Syntax is: 

FUZZY(smythe).   

This returns documents with Smith.  NOTE: there should be no space between the FUZZY operator and the 
open-parenthesis character. 


